
Greater school safety  
and immediate cost savings

Far too often we hear about education facilities that have experienced vandalism, violence, or burglary. As a result, valuable resources are 
lost to cumbersome repairs and investigations. Axis network video solutions enable you to stay focused on your core business – education. 
It also provides you with a cost-effective and future-proof tool to increase security for students and staff.

Axis’ broad range of network cameras provides solutions for all educational environments including hallways, corridors, classrooms, libraries, 
sports facilities, entrances, exits, parking lots, and other campus areas. Picture a surveillance system that can integrate every location or 
office and easily connect with your existing network infrastructure, reducing installation and maintenance costs.

with Axis network video solutions.

With Axis’ proven track record, you can feel confident that we will create the right solution and have the right products to achieve your 

school surveillance ambitions whatever they may be.

Visit www.axis.com/education for more information.

CHALLENGE POSSIBILITY

Pick-up and drop-off areas >  Identify individuals with HDTV resolution

Energy costs >  Reduce after-hour light usage with Lightfinder technology

Graffiti and vandalism
>  Exterior cameras as a deterrent
>  Receive alerts when cameras are tampered with
>  Leverage technologies designed for difficult lighting conditions and auto-tracking

Unauthorized access >  Automate recording upon doors opening or motion detection

Hallway surveillance >  Axis’ Corridor Format optimizes field of view

Loitering after hours
>  Exterior cameras as a deterrent
>  Utilize motion detection alerts and recording

Managing cost-effectiveness  
and ROI

>  Leverage existing infrastructure with Axis video encoders
>  IP video system can run on existing network
>  Maximize scalability and flexibility

Turning challenges into possibilities



Axis’ unique Lightfinder
technology
Outstanding performance in difficult  
lighting conditions

>  High light sensitivity with excellent  
image quality and noise reduction

>  Color images in environments as low as 
0.5 lux

>   Black and white images in environments 
s low as 0.08 lux

Active tampering alarm
 
A new level of intelligent video

>  Automatically detects redirections, 
block, and covering and alerts the 
operator of attempts to disrupt normal 
operation

>  Sends an alarm if camera is defocused 
or broken

>  Options with alarm function if camera is 
displaced more than the specified angle

Vandal and tampering
protection
Protection where you need it

>  Stronger, more protective metal housings
>   Curved housing prevents efforts to block 

the camera’s field of view
>  Flush installation

Axis’ Corridor Format
 
Gives you the right perspective

>  Ideal for situations where a more  
vertical view is needed

>  Maximizes image quality using a 9:16 
aspect ratio

> Eliminates bandwidth and storage waste
> Ideal for hallways and corridors

Squeezed storage 
 
More video, less storage

Axis´ Zipstream technology reduces 
storage by an average of 50% or more 
in video surveillance.

HDTV network cameras
 
When every detail matters

>  Higher resolution, more detail, better 
possibilities for identification

>  Same number of cameras, more coverage
>  16:9 aspect ratio for more efficient and 

actionable surveillance

The right capability for  
every school need.

Visit www.axis.com/education for more information.


